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УДК 539.21; 536.42.1

А.И.Бугрий, В.Н.Шадура

Интерпретация фазовой Н-Т диаграммы ВТСП в модели
гранулированной сверхпроводящей пленки

Для описания магнитных свойств высокотемпературного сверхпро-
водника TiaBaCuO используется модель двумерного кулоновского
газа на заряженной подложке. Фазо 1 переход из неэргодического
сверхпроводящего состояния в эргодическое связывается с плявле-
нием вигнеровского кристалла в гексатик, а фазовый переход из
эргодического сверхпроводящего состояния в нормальное - с плав-
лением жидкого кристалла. Рассчитанная в рамках этих представ-
лений зависимость Т„(Н) согласуется с наблюдаемой в экспе-

A.I.Bugri,), V.H.Shadura

Interpretation of the T-H Phase Diagram of HT.SC in the

Frame of Superconductive Granular Layer Model

The model of two-dimensional Coulomb gae on charge substrate

is used to describe magnetic* properties of high temperature

superconductor LaBaCuO. The phase transition from the non-

ergodlo superconducting state to the ergodic one is associated

with the melting of Wigner's two-dimensional orystal into the

liquid orystal-hexetio, and the phase transition from ergodic

euperoonducting state to the normal one - with the melting of

liquid crystal. The T (H) dependence calculated within these

oonoepte is consistent with that observed in experiment.
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The behaviour of superconducting (SC) ceramics in the exter-

nal magnetic field exhibits some peculiarities fij . The phase

diagram for La Ba CuO, borrowed by us from Ref. |_2j , ia plotted

in Pig. 1.

We should note its following charaoteriatios. First of all

the SC phase consists of two regions. In the region I- nonergodic

phase* - the hysteresis magnetization and susceptibility effects

are observed whereas in the region II - the ergodic phase - these

effects vanish. Then the line ~f^(H) - the interface between SC

and normal phase - is concave in oontrast to the usual second kind

SC where it is convex. The line T f Ш dividing the regions I

and II is similar in shape with the ourve ~T^ (Ц)

Starting from a hypothesis on a quasi-two-dimensional charac-

ter of SC in perovskites and assuming certain resemblanoe with the

behaviour of superconducting /cL./A'oOGs layer compounds Bednorz

and Muller [2J suggested to use the model of a two-dimensional

granular superconductor to describe theoretically the magnetio pro-

perties of high-temperature superconductor ( HT SC).

The granular SC which is a random array of SC olusters ooup-

led by Josephson tunneling is also called the "Josephson medium".

Some properties of such materials are desoribed in Ref. [4 J where

the literature on the problem concerned is presented.

In a number of papers, appeared so far [5-8jf, the attempts

to explain theoretioally the glass properties of the granular SC

in magnetic field were made.

The Hamiltonian for granular SC in the magnetic field has

the form [s] coinciding with that fio] for frustrated Helaenberg
Х У - model.

Г)"«/те- y
(
?')Anf.fi

The torrao "ergodic" and "nonergodic" phases зге Introduced by Bed-
norz and Muller in Ref.[i}. Alao, the termo "reversible" and
"irreversible" ore employed. The ркпло I,by analogy with opin
glaaa, io callod tho superconduotinc glasa.
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The summation in (1) ia carried out in the nearest neighbours on

the lattice in sitee of which the SC clusters are located, 'Y(Y)

is the phase of a macroscopio wave funotion of 1f-th cluster;У

is the effective coupling constant expressed through the parame-

ters of energy gap fa (~J~) end resistance R (Г 7"
v
) of

Joaephson contact between neighbouring clusters

i a t n e
 P

h a a e
 shift induced by a vector potential

и /
 r

where j
Q
 — ^/2.6 is an elementary flux quantum. For a regu-

ir lattice l(Y.r')-1-ca#t.
Г 1

As it has been noted by the authors of Ref. ^1J the curve

I (H) that distinguishes between the ergodic behaviour of La

Ba CuO and nonergodio one, is approximated by the dependence

7" (о)-~Г*(н) r^j Ц • The above assertion implies,

aooording to the authors of Ref. jij , the analogy with the Al-

lmeida-Thouless line in the Kirkpatrick-sherrington model [i

for the spin-glass.

The Monte-Carlo analysis of the systems with Hamiltonian

fl) is performed for the case J"Cr\ f*') = J" =• CotiS"?

in the paper [2J . Here it is assumed, that the random phase dis-

tribution §" У ( т ^ М и е to a weak disorder in the location of зи-

peroonducting granule is important for glass behaviour, whereas

the random distribution J does not play special role.

The results of numerioal experiment have shown that the mo-

del refleots the main properties of SC ceramics in the magnetic

field.

Meanwhile it is possible to carry out more profound theoreti-

oal analysis of the granular SC film using tho equivalence between

a frustrated Heisenberg X«/- model and that of two-dimensional

Coulomb gas ол a charged substrate. Performing tranoformationa

[iO,13j wo can single out from a partition function
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2Т

7 Z

the spin-wave contribution Zc^, e.nd the contribution Ту corres-

ponding to topologically nontrivial (vortex) excitations of the

phase

where /\ is the Laplace lattice operator, ^(f) ~ H"S(V"/

ia the magnetic flow through a "P-th lattice plaquette,

is the plaquette square; П\ (т) runs through all positive and

negative integera and proves to be the number of fluxones kept

by the elementary Josephson contour. For an infiniiJ range film

(or in the case of periodic boundary conditions) the operator Д

has a zero mode that isolates in £ ^ the neutral configurations

(3)

but even at finite TA 0") /г/
the following approximation

At large distance

down to /X
1
1 ~ 1

is veilid. Here YJ denotes the mean size of plaquette.

Substituting (4) into (2) and taking into account the neu-

trality oondition (3) we get
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The prime in the sum (5) denotes that only neutral configurations

are dealt with. The fields concerned are such that

i , hence, at not very high temperaturea the vortex

The prim

/

creation at т(т)У I is suppressed. The partition function

(5) describes the system of particles with the Coulomb interac-

tion having the elementary charge + ^ (C\
lS:
= 2frU)

and placed in a charged substrate where the charge is distributed

as Q(P) =V2jrJ tfCl')/
<
P
o
 • The overall charge of particles equals

the total charge of the substrate.

Under aero external magnetio field (the charge of the subst-

rate equals aero) we have the standard model of two-djmsnsional

Coulomb gas. In this case the transition from SC state to the nor-

mal one oorresponda to the transition from the gas phase, (char-

ges are bounded in neutral multipoles) to the plaama state

(the Coulomb potential is transformed to the Yukawa one due to

the Debye screening). In terms of initial conceptions the vortices

breaking down completely the phase coherence of wave functions in

different SC clusters are being intensively produced at 7~> S
c
 ,

This is the Berezinsky - Kosterlitz - Thouless phase transition

[i4
f
 15] and it is studied in detail [9,13J . The pioture is com-

plicated with inclusion of the magnetic field : according to the

neutrality condition (3) the excess charges of the same sign

appear in the system. These, if nothing hinders their mobility

on a substrate , screen the Coulomb potential.' The confinement

condition will then be violated and also the correlation of pha-

ses of wave functions of SC clusters. The charge mobility can be

confined by two factors. Firstly irregularity of distributing

the charge of the substrate {^(f)^ COtl$t) whioh causes pinning,

secondly , formation of the Abrikoeov lattice of vortioes or, in

the Coulomb model - the two-dimensional Wigner crystal. A

combination of these factors ia, certainly, not excluded but in

this paper we would like to emphasize that both for SC state pre-

servation and for glass behaviour of this state with increase of

of the magnetio field the random distribution of a charge of the

substrate (equivalent to the random distribution of phases OYCT)

in the initial frustrated Xj- model ) is not dominant. The

random distribution of charge of the substrate deforms the crys-

tal structure and represents aa if embedded t,nuroe of defects.
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However the defecta of crystal structure generated by thermal

fluctuations and magnetic field variations easily arise in a two-

dimensional case. Let us consider in detail these mechanisma.

At temperatures lower than the transition to the normal sta-

te the system concerned can be divided into three interacting

subsystems :

1) uniformly charged substrate with a surface charge density

2) set of point charges О - jfftj located in sites of traian-

gular lattice with unit cell square

•$- J
 (

J> ' И
3) dipoles gas that fills the intersite space of crystal, mean

sizes of dipoles anci ̂ as density increase with increasing tem-

perature.

It is natural to associate the phase transitions in suoh

a system with the break-down of crystal structure. Thermodyna-

mics of two-dimensional crystal melting was developed in Refs.

£15-181. The most important for our purpose conclusion implies

that melting occurs, generally, in two stages. At the first sta-

ge when temperature attains T c the translational order is vio-

lated but orientational one is preserved; this corresponds to

the transition from a oryatal phase to the liquid-crystal one.

The orientationalorder is broken at the second stage when the

temperature exoees the melting point / c and this corresponds

to the transition from liquid-crystal phase to isotropic liquid.

The ordering inherent to states of crystal and liquid

crystal reflects the preserved correlation in phases of wave

functions of different SC clusters coupled by Joaephson oontaots

in the initial granular SC film. Therefore, the SC properties

of the system as a whole are preserved in these states. On the

contrary, in the liquid phase the aimilar correlation is bro-

ken completely and the system as a whole loses its SC properties.

What is the difference in SC properties of crystal and liqu-

id-orystal phases. It .is, mainly, the character of the response

to the external magnetio field variation whioh corresponds to

ohanging the charge of the substrate in notions of the Coulomb mo-

del. Indeed, the inorease (deoreaae) in the charge density of
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the substrate leads, due to neutrality condition, (3), to the

creation (annihilation) of compensating charges. A specific dis-

position of these charges on the substrate is random and pro-

duces defects in the crystal structure. Disappearance of defects

and reeatablishment of the translational order requires the fi-

nite time. This is in our opinion just the cause for nonergodi-

oity effects in the rllSC phase, that is why the latter is as-

sociated with a crystal phase of the Coulomb gas model on the

charged substrate. The liquid-cr? <t£dl phase has much more less

rigidity, therefore, the relaxation processes here take much

leas time which is testified by the ergodic phase of 3C state

on n~ ' diagram in Pig. 1.

According to the above presented scenario we consider the

thermodynamic aspects of structure phase transformations in

e Wigner crystal. The translational symmetry is charactiaed by

.lie Debye - Waller correlation function

where U/(,Tj is the displacement, Q is the reciprocal - lat-

tice vector. Equally with tranalational symmetry the crystal haa

also the orlentational one (in the given case Lr~ ) characterized

by the correlator

«here t/Qr) 1э the angle between the orientation of a unit

hoxagon with aomo fixed axis. It is clear that in thin caso, equ-

ally vd.th tranalational Hvmmetry, the orientational one takes

place. It cannot be atateu, otherwise. Therefore the answer to

the question whether the orientational symmetry will or will not

be preaerved after the Ъгеак-down of the tranalational one, can

be given only on the Ьаз1а of calculations.

analytic calculation of correlation function» (7),(0)
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proceoding directly from the Heisenberg (1) and Coulomb hamilto-

nians ia, practically, nonrealizable. But since it ia assumed that

order configuration of vortices (Abrikosov lattice) ia advantage-

ous thermcdynamically then aa the effective Hamiltanian

the elastic 2D-cryatal with hexagonal symmetry should be aocepted

(9)

Where WцкТ) is the strain tensor related with displacement of

UiCT) by UqCV-ki'toi/ty + 'dUj/dn).
One can show fl9J that for Cg symmetry thia Hamiltonian is deter-

mined only by tvro independent elastic constants, Lame coefficients

/U and A aa in the сазе of isotropic elastic body.

Strictly speaking the two-dimensional crystal haa no long-

range translations, order [20 J . At any nonzero temperature the

lat ter is broken due to fluctuations generated by long-wave pho-

non modes. Thia ia proved by a power deoreaae of tue Debye - Wal-

ler correlator at large distances

I
|y-| -» oo

v/here

(ID

The formula (10) is, in fact, the result of square-law behaviour

of the Kamiltonian (9). The anharmonisra and the defect can be

taken, into account within the renormalization group approach

[16 - 18J as a result of which in a formula (11) for critical

exponent the Lame coefficients are aubstituted by the renormali-

aed temperature-dependent funotioas J^^("!~J and Д* (T) .

The role of topologioally nontrivial excitations - analogous

to that played by vortices in Heisenberg model - x̂ esponsito-
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le for breaking down the long-range order in 2D-crystal, ia play-

ed by dislocations characterized by Burgers vector o(y)

Here Us and hV are the integers, and &1
г
й are the unit

vectors of a triangular lattioe with lattice constant Ф . If

in displacement U/^(X) one separates singular components con-

neoted with availability of dislocations and nonsingular ones,

then the Harailtonian (9) is divided, into two oontributiona

ia a purely phonon contribution

and Пр-ай is S contribution of dislocations into the elaatiu

energy

н. ~£z [to

•vhere ,

I/ ~ jLLi ( t - •— •> Q is the Euler
0 2. № •+ А о Ut constant ,

The Hamiltonian (12) is of the Coulomb form except for tho

"oharge" here is the veotor. The charge square is determined

by the parameter K
o
 , t~ determines the chemical potential.

ГМпое the logarithmic interaction potential in H oi$£ xa con-
nected with the inversion of second-order differential opera-
tor giving the quadratic form in (9) for the infinite or finito
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system with, periodic boundary conditions the relevant neutrality

condition X ? u(v)
 =
 0 arises due to infrared divergence.

Аз it has been shown in Ref [16] , the seoond term in (12)

containing the angular dependence is irrelevant operator within

the renormalization group approach.. Henoe it follows the criti-

cal properties of 2D-orystal are iaomorphic to critical proper-

ties of 2D-Coulomb gaa, in the given сазе - the gas of disloca-

tions. Therefore, not going into detailed calculations, one may

conclude about thermodynamics of the systems.

At temperature lower 7*
c
 the dislocations join to form

neutral multipoles due to logarithmically rising potential -

the confinement phase. The melting point 'c corresponds to the

Bereinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition which generates

the Debye soreening of the Coulomb potential and the gas of

dislocations transforms into plasma. The power decrease in the

Deby^-Waller correlator is changed for the exponential one

, T>T
C
*

where J(T/'
Nj
 6 . (In Ref. [17J the estimate V^ 0.39 waa

obtained).

Aa for the orientational symmetry, (at temperature lower

T- "Л"Q ) having used the expression for the
angle &(T) via the displacement veotor

( Oig is a 2D axial tensor) one easily oftains from Eqs. (8)

and (9) T
>
(lrJj

>
r
J
»-joon3t. Thus, the Wiener crystal phase has the

long-range orientational order. In the liquid crystal phase, in

the given caae-hexatio
}
 the renormalized Lame coefficients vanish,

and in the Hamiltonian of the system the terms depending on hig-

her derivatives of the field of displacement become dominant.

When we treat the firat nonvanishing contribution describing the

long-wave orientational fluctuations, we have

2

(14)
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where Лp is the Frank conatant. Taking into account the compatibi-

lity condition /~21j in ^
e
 -symmetric caae

we reveal a complete analogy with the Hamiltonian describing tiia.

superfluid and auperoonduoting filina [9 I excluding only the fact-

that topologically nontrivial excitations (here theae are discli-

nationa) have, in contrast to Abrikosov vorticea, the topological

charge is multiple to JT/3 , not to Sf3f • Using Eq. (14) one easi-

ly gets for the correlator (8)

, ,-XCT) ^ __*-

...'-»«> (is)

У̂ Т") = — 1—
where Д I I / Jr fCp

In ita turn, the Hamiltonian is splitted into the sum of con-

tributions corresponding to smooth and topologically nontrivial

excitations by analogy with spin-wave and vortex contributions

Ln the AJ-model. The contribution corresponding to the gas of

diaolinations has the standard Coulomb form

,2.

with the neutrality condition ^r
1
 "(.'' ~ . Hence there fol-

lows the corollary on the critical behaviour which ia characte-

ristic of a 2D - Coulomb gaa: in a hexatic phase (~T~
C
 ̂  J -̂  "̂ c )

tlie disclinations are coupled in dipoles, at T—TQ the Bere-

zinsky - Koaterlitz-Thouless phaae transition occurs —

the dipoies dissociation. As a result the decrease in correlator

Ф(г) changes from the power regime (15) to the exponential one

exp[-lrl/r(T)] , T>T
C

where

In terms of topologioal exoitations the picture is the fol-

lowinyj in the Wi.c>ner orystal phase ( T < ~f ) the interao-
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tion potential between diaclinations is lineai-ly increasing at

large distances and between dialooationa — increasing loga-

ritlimically : both are in the confinement phase. Moreover, one

may assume the dislocation represents a strongly bound state

of a disclination antidisolination pair. This is illustrated in

Fig. 2. At temperature ~
c
< ~f 'C \

c
 the deconfinement of dis-

locations takes place and free dislocations screen partially the

interdisclination potential changing its character from a linear-

ly-increasing one to the logarithmic . With further increase in

temperature up to T~> 7̂ , the deconf inement of disclination

occurs as a result of which the crystal order breaks down comp-

letely. Hence the correlation of wave function phases of indi-

vidual SC crysters is completely eliminated and the film as a

whole is no longer a superconductor.

Since T ^ is connected with the Berezinsky-Kosterlitz—

Thouless phase transition in the Coulomb gas of dislocations

and, respectively, TQ - in the Coulomb gas of diaclinations

wo got, directly from the form of Hamiltonians (12) and (16),

the following estimate for these temperatures

/6Jr

Consequently, for the Wigner crystal to melt not to a liquid

state but to a liquid crystal one, the .Frank, constant should

bo sufficiently large \Cp /l(
o
 > 9/2ЧГ

Я
 .

In the Debye-Huckel approximation (the Burgers veotor len

gth ia treated aa a continuous variable) the following expres-

eion for the Prank constant

waa obtained where t
c
 and ^ ' are the energy and radius of

dislocation oore, Ct- is the lattioe oonatant. Having made use

of the relation (13) between f- and IC
O
 the ratio between

7" -К "Т"
c
 and /

c
 oan be expreosed through the ratio between the

lattioe constant and radiua of dialooation core

(19)
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This 1'ormula shows at what distance from the dislocation centre

the crystal structure is reproduced. -jt

It is noteworthy that melting temperatures 'c and >c

are determined, in the long run, through the energy parameters

of Haniiltonian (9),(1б) and are independent of the lattice cons-

tant# Hence they do not depend on the external magnetic field in-

corporated in the problem via this constant (see formula (6)).

We explain this by the elementary estimate of melting temperatu-

7** ̂ t*
Q . The restoring force that acts on the charge displaced

from its equilibrium position, equals."f ~y(^Wi and the relevant

potantial_ vC?J - я РфЯТ « The square of thermal vibrations amp-

litude YJ
r
 is determined by the order of the value from the con-

dition V(^) Л' T" and then Г
е
* ^ T/f>f . Crystal melts when its

amplitude becomes comparable with tha cell size Л S
 =
 у/р(вее

(6))
 J

ofT/po •=•
(19)

hence it follows that
 +

^ e

As the temperature ~T
Q
 is independent of the field then

comparing it, at H = 0 > with Berezinsky - Kosterlitz -

'Hhouless point 7 ^ = *^/£ one would assume Ы •=• 1/4.

The field dependence of the melting point arises, in our

model, due to the interaction between crystal lattice and gas of

dipoles: the effective size of dipoles Y'j^ (temperature depen-

dent) gives the seoond, apart from the lattioe constant,charac-

teristic scale in the system. Dipoles introduce the additional

defects into the lattioe both due to the Coulomb forces and also

because of annihilation of dipole and oharges in lattice sites

which are pronounoed the more the oloeer to the scale their

dimensions y*/ and that of the unit oellbS are. Aoourate oal-

culation of these interactions is complicate and this goes beyond

the framework of the given paper. However, modifying Eq. (19) so

that to take into account the above effects in view of Van-der-

Waala oalcului» by,<neans of the' "excluded bulk"
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(20)

one can get the phenomenologic estimate for lev."/ • The effec-

tive dimension T
c
 (H/ is determined from the equality in the

order of the potential energy value of dipole
 v
Dnd to tempera-

ture „ _ о

<t
 r

* T

where ^ is the elementary plaquette size (of SC cluster)

in the initially _ model. We have obtained from (21)

tHe parameter V involves the unknowns proportio.slity coeffi-

cient in (21) and dielectric oonstant <£. induced by the weake-

ning of Coulomb forces inaide the crystal due to polarization

effects. Substituting (22) into (20)

dT _£
If = ?

we find the equation for the temperature of the transition

as the function of the field

JL-ft ) p
- " ~ ) e > (23)

where H.=K/Sr.* , Tc -**?/«. r )
It follows directly from Eq. (23) that the curve Ic С"J

dividing the ergodic and nonergodio phases happens to be con

cave according to Pig. 1. Consedering H
9
 ,7© an* 0"/dl

as fitting parameters and oomparing Eq. (23) with experimental

data from Ref. [ij one can determine
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Figure 3 shows the results of comparing. л-

Being familiar with the value of Jo
 a n <

* anouming C\ — 7

we get the estimate for Y^ characterizing the SC cluster di-

mensions

Г в

2
~ 0,8- tO~ уШи*. (24)

It is interesting that the estimate (24) is comparable with di-

mensions region for twinning in perovskitea J.22J .

Keturning to expressions (17) and (18) the corollary con-

cerning the field dependence can also be extended to the melting

temperature of liquid crystal \c(.H) . It the ratio ^/d is weak-

ly dependent on the magnetic field applied, the same behaviour is

exhibited by the ratio of temperatures Tg, and T^ , .'.e. ](>(n)~

const»T
c
 (Н) , this may explain quantitatively the curve simi-

larity T
C
CH/

 a n
d 'C(M)

 o n
 *^

e
 ph

a s e
 diagram oftained in

Hef. [2].
In conclusion we emphasize that the paper excludes imperati-

vely the treatment of the effects of parameter irregularities of

the initialAJmodel (1): the interaction parameter \7 and the

phase shift ^ ^ is the same at all lattice sites. Certainly we

amplify the idealization of the real system. It is hardly pos-

sible that dimensions of superconducting clusters and parameters

of Joaeph3on contacts,if we even take into account such view on

the internal ИТOL structure,are rigorously regular. We in-

tended to show that even in the regular initial structure there

are quite enough reasons for which there arise the second ir-

regularities - the defects of Wigner crystal of vortices. Theoe,

according to our soenario, just form the glass character of su-

perconductivity explaining, at the same time, the origin of such

a behaviour induced by the external magnetic field; when there

is no field — the vortices lattice is nonexistent. Multivalley

of the free energy generating the hysteria effects and slow re-

laxation has, in our model, rather transparent; sense : there does

not exist a priori the advantageous cell in the Wigner orystal

whioh should be oocupied by the newly born charge. The multival-

ley of such a 4imt is not identical to that in a replica ideolo-

gy of spin glass models and it is not reduced to a oompeting
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pinning pioture.lt ia also noteworthy that regularizability of the

initial model can be argued from the very beginning for the ob-

vious periodicity of thermodynamic values аз the external field

functions. To be true we have violated this property

in the Coulomb representation of a partition .function (5) thus

having limited artificially the fluctuating charges value by

the minimal one Q- i №dr<J which is sensible at small ~T~

and И . Meanwhile even weak inhomogeneity in the distribution

of parameters X and o f of X J - model removes ihe above de-

ficiency. It is, however, difficult to answer unambiguously the

question what irregularity of the system,the initial or the se-

condary one, plays major role in the formation of gla3s beha-

viour. The availability of the ergodic region of n 1 о С super-

conducting state interpreted by ua as the liquid-crystal phase

of lattice of vortices points out to the advantage of the seoonda-

ry irregularity.

The authors express their gratitude to O.I.Bataula, V.li.Lok-

tev, P.I.Fomin for valuable remarks and also to the participants

of HTSC seminar of ITP Ukr. SSR Academy of Scienoea and its lea-

der A.S.Davydov for critioal remarks and discussion.

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig. 1 Phase diagram [2J within the coordinates; magnetic field-

temperature. Regions I and II correspond to the SC state, region

III - to the normal one. The boundary between them ia shown with

solid line. Its dashed - dotted section shows that for the large

field values the data are not reliable. The dashed line is the

Xnterfaoe between the ergodio II and nonergodio I SC phases.

Fig. 2 Shift dislocation is formed due to a chain of sites

(3olid lines) embedded Into the section along the horizontal

axio. At the dislocation head there arises a pair of anomalous

lattice sites one of which is surrounded by the five, another

one - by the seven neighbours Instead of the normal ones sur-

rounded by aix neighbours. An excess of sites in the environment

corresponds to on insertion of triangle (disolination) and the

deflcienty — to an exclusion ot triangle (antidioclination).

PiG. 3 Curve of the dependence •<.("/. Solid line denotes the-
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oretioal curve according to Eq. (23) with fitting parameters :

W
o
= 2.67A , To =& К

 f
 (T/o( = 2 ,

experimental points ^ are taken from Ref. [ij .
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